APRIL 2021 NEWSLETTER
From the Chair:
In this News letter we continue with the Bullmastiff: structure and balance.

*

The front assembly:
Presented here are two vastly different front assemblies. One is acceptable and the other one not so.
Keep in mind the Bullmastiff is a ‘knock down and hold‘ dog and needs to be fit for function. The chest
needs to be wide, deep and broad. Feet should face to the front and legs not too heavely boned and
short. *The dog on the left hand side is registered with KUSA as a Champion.

The body:

Backline / loin too long

sway back/ straight stifle

weedy & light boned

The topline is from the occiput, down the neck, along the back to the croup. It must not be confused
with the back/ backline. The true back in anatomical terms is from T 9-13, but the backline is that part of
the topline commencing from a point just behind the withers and ending at the loin /croup junction.
The three examples above have incorrect and undesirable structures. The dog in the middle is registered
with KUSA as a Champion. The dog on the right hand side was awarded 3 CC’s.
This bitch on the far left has a straight back / backline
which is desirable and is a beautiful clear fawn colour
with black masking and ear colour.
The dog on the right is a perfect example of the highly
prized Mulorna red colour mentioned previously.

The gait:

This Bullmastiff is gaiting correctly on a loose lead. The head can be dropped level to the backline or
just slightly beneath backline level . It must never be held high like an Afghan hound for example.

This gait is incorrect. The dog is over-reaching, his tail position is above horizontal and the slip chain is
being held too tight which does not allow the head to drop to its correct position.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE BULLMASTIFF
Height and weight ratios
- The Breed Standard is specific in this regard and breeders need to take
cognicence of this in their breeding programmes
- Height at shoulders for dogs: 64 – 69 cms (25-27 inches)
- Height at shoulder for Bitches: 61 -66cms (24-26 inches)
- Weight for dogs: 50-59kg (110-130lbs)
- Weight for bitches: 41 – 50 kg (90-110lbs)
Too heavy or too light is undesirable/ incorrect.
ALL PHOTOS PROPERTY OF AUTHOR OR PRINTED WITH PERMISSION

*****************
FAMILY PHOTOS

INTRODUCING OUR BULLMASTIFF BREEDERS
KILAAB KENNELS Reg 2006 for Rottweilers & Bullmastiffs 2014
RASHEEQ WILLIAMS KUSA # 167189
CAPE TOWN
0732752578 or kilaab@gmail.com
Kilaab Kennels is based in Cape Town, South Africa and is managed by Rasheeq Williams.
Exhibiting and breeding dogs is almost an inherited characteristic as owning, caring, training
and breeding pedigreed dogs has always been part of the family.
Rasheeq’s involvement in showing dogs dates back to 2003 when he aquired his first KUSA
registered Rottweiler for showing purposes. Kilaab Kennels was officially registered in 2006 as a
group effort between Rasheeq, his late brother (Raa-if) and cousin Rameez. The kennel enjoyed
a fair amount of success at shows and focused on breeding Rottweilers that were of sound
temperament and importantly of good type.
With the support of friendsin the Rottweiler fraternity Kilaab Kennels were able to own and
breed some if the finest Rottweilers in the country at the time.
Due to career and family commitments the breeding programme slowed down in 2011, while
maintaining most of the foundation stock aquired.

In 2014, Rasheeq ‘accidently’ came across a Bullmastiff litter owned by a family friend. After
viewing the litter and exposing his 5-year-old son Raa’if (Jnr) to the breed there was no turning
back.
There was an immediate attraction to the breed specifically for the gentle natured but highly
intimidating presence of this breed.

The first Bullmastiff we owned was bred by Reyaan Traut and was one of the best natured dogs
we have owned. As time progressed, we became more accustomed to the breed and the quest
to obtain better quality Bullmastiffs started.
Our journey to obtain quality dogs in SA has not been an easy one as we had quite a number of
unpleasant encounters with breeders that were far from ethical and accommodating. We none
the less managed to secure our second set of beautiful bitches from Fountainvalley kennels one
of which produced our first KUSA registered litter, the sire being from Chizelhurst.
We subsequently joined the Cape Bullmastiff Club which has provided us with a better
networking platform, and which has enabled us to make better informed decisions.
Additions to our kennel have come from Bianca Joncker and Ikangwa and we remain small and
selective with the clear objective to improve the current gene pool in SA.
PHOTOS TO PERUSE

Ikangwa Agilo of Kilaab

Kilaab Tendai

Fountainvalley Hatchi Angelique
Breeding red, fawn and brindle

And the new addition to the Kilaab Kennels: - Leo
Content submitted by Kilaab Kennels and edited

************
THE MAY MONTH NEWSLETTER: LEMIETRIVIER BULLMASTIFFS

WORDS:
CHARLES PIETERSON
“Thank you for the Newsletter. I am delighted to see you giving an update on the history of the
breed for newcomers. Many folks who are breeding have no clue as to the history of the breed
and the reason why the standard should be adhered to.”

Charles and his wife Adie (pictured
alongside with re- home
Bullmastiff ‘Banshee’) train in
obedience and protection and
Charles continues “it is very
evident too me to note how
closely the Standard has been
followed regarding temperament
and courage”.
A further note on ‘Banshee’: “She
is a total joy in our lives, and we have dealt with most of the issues she has, certainly the
serious ones. There is a very strong bond between her and her new humans that applies both
ways and it works for us”
Ed note: Character and Breed Assessment booked for Saturday 30th October 2021. All
Bullmastiffs over 18 months of age may participate. HD & ED grading essential. SAVA eye
certificates, Canine Good Citizen, APT and DMA qualifications a recommendation. Documents
have been submitted to KUSA for approval.

JOHN BRYSON (Editor of Dog News Australia & a Breed Judge)
“Absolutely brilliant article on the Bullmastiff you have there. Of particular interest to me was
the reason for the wrinkle – absolutely fascinating for this judge that always tries to bear in
mind the original function dogs were bred for. I have never seen that before, but it makes
perfect sense.”
HENDRIK MENTZ
“Your newsletter helped me understand the breed with in its historical and current context and
what to look out for. Pivotal for me were the images of the old type of Bulldog and Mastiff of
100 years ago.
Surprizing, but makes complete sense, is the need for camouflage. Also, very useful to know is
that the breed differs from country to country and the importance, therefore, of
communicating standards that determine ‘national’ features.”

Ed Note: the Canadian Breed Standard (for example) states, with regard to some issues, that a
fault is M (minor)E.g.: splay feet or S (Serious) E.g.: lack of proportion in bone/ or to big in size.
It also has disqualification points which are yellow eyes, liver mask and no mask. Our Standard
has none.
I have always maintained that the KUSA Breed Standard, and subsequently country of origin the
UK Kennel Club, is inadequate. The CBC & the BMC of SA, when it was still affiliated to KUSA,
both objected to the change with regard to the “Circumference of skull may equal height of dog
measured at top of shoulder” when it was removed from the Standard a few years ago.
Now we are starting to see heads that are either too big or too small.
CHARMAINE HOFFMAN
“Thank you on the revision on how the breed came to be”
Charmaine also submitted a correct answer as to why the ears should be kept small
VISHAEN BODASING
“The breeder write up and history was most informative, looking forward to the next breeder write up”
INGRID RISCHBIETER
“So, enjoyed reading about the history and origins”
ED: Thank you folks. This positive feedback is much appreciated as we have some negativity and
unpleasantness as well
**********************

AND NEWS FROM KZN : BALTO AND RIA MAKE A DIFFERENCE

************************
SHOW RESULTS
The first shows of the year have commenced and these are the points as they now stand:

ADULTS
Gr.Ch., & Ch. Honey Dynasty Cosmo Maxwell of Ikangwa

- 46 points - Cordier

Ch. Aire del Norte de el Guardian Del Bosque

- 20 points - Loftus

Safety of FlatlandTiger of Starkpride

- 20 points - Hoffman

Ch. Ikangwa Benjamin- Leo of Leoguard

- 8 points

- Brand

PUPPIES
Nordic Protector Betty Boop

- 20 points - Loftus

Bluken Aria of Starkpride

- 16 points - Hoffman

AND AFTER THE SHOW …….

POOPED OUT! It was 39 degrees at the Malmesbury Shows
Congratulations to the winners Please folks submit your points sheet asap after the show to
info@capebullmastiffclub.co.za or hoffman.charmaine@gmail.com
REMEMBER YOUR NEWS IS NEWS TOO – SO SEND IT IN. THIS IS YOUR NEWS LETTER.
*****************

6 Bullmastiffs at training all well socialised. What a treat!
The information in this magazine is confidential to its members. Statements or opinions may be
expressed in this communication that are personal to the writers and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Club.
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